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different types of devices for detecting a tilting degree of a vehicle may be provided. As one of the
related art devices for detecting a tilting degree of a vehicle, there is a vehicle dynamic stability
control system disclosed in Patent Document 1. In the vehicle dynamic stability control system

disclosed in Patent Document 1, a so-called yaw rate is calculated using a yaw rate sensor. Then,
when an estimated yaw rate exceeds a predefined value, a yaw rate-reduction control is performed

by individually changing a target yaw rate and a target yaw acceleration. In addition, a lateral
acceleration which occurs at the time of right or left turn is calculated based on a yaw rate sensor
and a lateral acceleration sensor. The left-right sides of the vehicle are divided into two regions, a
region on a lower left side where the lateral acceleration is positive, and a region on a lower right

side where the lateral acceleration is negative. Then, when a tilting degree of the vehicle is
determined based on the lateral acceleration, it is judged which region the vehicle tilting degree has
reached. The above-described vehicle dynamic stability control system has a problem that there are

cases where a correcting operation is not made even when the vehicle tilting degree exceeds a
tilting degree in which the vehicle needs to be corrected. In addition, there is another problem that
when the above-described detecting process is performed, a time delay is caused, and a time delay

arises in the occurrence of an un-required correcting operation. Patent Document 1: Japanese
Unexamined Patent Application Publication No. 2011-1872 is improbable. All the procedures were

done in the same laboratory, which included the immunoassay and glucagon testing. The analytical
variability was estimated by the results of the testing of 25 patient samples \[[@CR19]\]. We did not

include other immunoassay procedures in our study because this would have involved additional
laboratory tests and there was no need to prove the biological variability of the glucagon assay.

However, we believe that the immunoassay procedure should have been used, since it is known to
be the only test used in clinical practice. This study has several limitations. First, the number of
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Testimonials "I had to write a short piece
for Market Audio's Technical Column and
wanted to list some of the demo products
and software that I've been playing with
lately. I'm very excited about the new

Program Editor and Database Soft Phat
supports many plugins and DAWs via a

driver concept as well as offering a number
of features similar to a full-fledged editor. I
think there are very exciting developments

ahead for Program Editors and database
interfaces and expect Soft Phat to play a
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big role in bringing them to the market.
The Program Editor itself is most

impressive as well as being very intuitive,
easy to learn and appealing to work with. I

was very impressed by the Relational
Database Soft Phat and by the fact that it

supports most of the work demos and plug-
ins and is right out of the box. The Soft

Phat was very easy to implement and has
supported my work quite comfortably. The

GUI is very slick and features include
thousands of database fields, global and

modifiable scripts, a progress bar, preview
window, etc." - Ron Danner, Editor-in-Chief,

Market Audio, May 2000 "I'm always
looking for products that give me the

ability to make minor and major changes to
my tracks quickly. When I heard about Soft

Phat, I thought that it was exactly what I
wanted. " - Ricky R., Label/Record

Producer, March 1995 "I have been playing
with the Soft Phat for a few days now and I

am impressed with the ability to make
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changes to my projects " - Alex, Sound
Designer, March 1997 "Before the release
of Soft Phat, I was a DJ who made mixes
with an MPC, but everything I had to do
was done in the physical world. The new

Soft Phat program editor is a must have for
any music producer, either hands-on or
behind the scenes. " - Peter, CompuPro.

Music Producer, May 1999 "I've been
looking for a program editor to interface
with midi and tracker files for years, and

this one really gives me everything I want."
- Alex, Sound Designer, May 1997 "Soft
Phat was the missing link in my digital

recording, editing, mixing,and exporting
needs. Thanks to Soft Phat, I'm recording,
editing, mixing, and exporting without the

use of a CD." - Matthew Schell, Sound
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